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Die casting dies manufacturer
for Aluminum and Magnesium 

die casting



About us Comest moves to a new location 
in Sala Bolognese, near Bologna, 
with a 6500 m2 workshop.
Thanks to constant investments 
in new machinery, the company 
grows from 25 to 50 production 
units. 

A second facility of 2200 m2 is 
built. The total workshop  sizes 
now 8700 m2 and the machine 
park is strengthened. 
Comest focuses more and more 
on cutting-edge technologies. 

Comest is now internally equipped 
with the most advanced machinery 
among which a WOTAN 2800 tons 
sampling therefore can provide the 
complete realization of die casting 
dies  till 60 tons in-house.

The mold assembly department is expanded 
with   new milling stations for bolsters and inserts 
and  a new 25 tons additional lift bridge wagon. 
In February Comest signs an agreement with 
US company GEMINI-CONSOLIDATED TOOLS 
to provide services, expertise and technical 
assistance in the different geographical location 
of each parties, Europe and Usa. 

The workshop area is further expanded through 

connection of the existing buildings. 
Comest celebrates its first 50 years. 

Driven by his passion for the 
mechanical world, Mr. Tiziano 
Rossi supported by a few 
collaborators founds Comest.
The first facility extended 
over an area of 4000 m2.
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Our Values

Experience gained from 50 years of leading presence in 
international markets.

Passion for mold manufacturing shared by the whole team.

Costant development and investments into machinery, 
technologies and team technical training.

Customer orientation at any stage of the project.

Are at the base of our constant growth and competence in 
the automotive and foundry industry and make Comest an 
ideal and reliable partner in the manufacturing of die casting 
dies for aluminium and magnesium up to 60 tons.



8-Speed Automatic 
Transmission 

Cylinder Block

Cylinder Head 

Clutch Housing 

Bell Housing

Steering House 

Crankcase

Oil Case & Oil Pump 

Cross Beam

Powertrain parts

Chassis

Car Tailgate

Support Frame

Shock Tower 
(Front and rear)

Structural parts

and Other Sectors

Moving Walks and Escalators 
Aluminium die cast Radiator
Home and Electronic appliance
Illuminating Bodies.

Specialized in die casting dies up to 
60 tons for DCM up to 4400 tons 
for AUTOMOTIVE



COMEST 

your best Partner 

for automotive 



Design 

Maintenance and Spare Parts

Sampling and Measurements

Machining and Assembly 

Technology  and Know-How



 55 skilled employees

11.000 h/m internal capability



We can perform the COMPLETE DIE DESIGN according to the 
specific requirements of each customer, and assist him at any 
stage of the COMPLETE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT.
By means of our skilled and passionate technical staff and 
of the most sophisticated and modern automotive softwares 
available.

Our long term experience as die-makers enables us to grant 
full assistance to our customers as well as the possibility to 
CO-DESIGN the project in order to reduce development costs 
and times as well as to maximize results.

Design



Software   
Creo 2.0

Catia V5 R19, R20, R24, R26

ProCAST simulation 



Mold machining

Our Workshop is equipped with the most modern machining CENTRES

Big and medium CNC milling machines
CNC Erosion machines
Special CNC drilling machines
Nr 2 Spotting Presses
DCM 2800 ton + Fondarex Vacuum System



Quality System Certification 

ISO 9001:2015



Bolsters



Inserts

We perform all the 

machining operations

internally



Assembly

Know-how, long term experience as mould markers and with 
international foundries, make of us a reliable partner even for 
the most difficult projects.



Our Staff is highly 

qualified to perform  

the assembly phase

With the connections between 
our buildings we’ll handle dies 
up to 70 tons!



Sampling and Preseries

Comest is equipped with a 2800T DCM to cast 
a first batch of parts, with units for oil and water 
thermoregulation.

The Customer can assist and set the best 
parameters according to his production needs at 
the foundry.

When requested, we can cast up to 200 parts: a 
service of great importance in case of new projects 
and prototypes. 
Futhermore we can also integrate Fondarex 
vacuum system HIGHVAC PREMIUM 2C 50 on 
our DCM.



Measurement tests

Comest is equipped with CUTTING-EDGE 
TECHNOLOGIES for both measurement of casted 
parts, commonly known dimensional control, as 
well as for the measurement of important parts of 
the die like inserts.

Our measuring department includes: 

• 3D GOM SCANNING SYSTEM GOM ATOS II 
TRIPLE SCAN.
• 3D ZEISS MEASURING CENTRE WITH 

CONTACT, through single points probing. 



We grant our customers both the maintenance 
of the supplied equipment as well as the 
manufacture of spare parts that can be easily 
fitted and assembled in the dies thus allowing 
to maintain high quality performances and to 
increase the die lifetime.

Any replacing is carried out with Comest usual 
accuracy and attention to the special materials 
and  treatments required. 

Our highly qualified staff can at anytime provide 
prompt assistance at the customer’s site.

Maintenance and Spare Parts 



Main Customers worldwide

BMW Group
ZF Gusstechnologie
Martinrea Honsel Meschede
Magna Bdw Technologies
Magna Nowoczense Tech
Groupe Renault
Daimler
Dacia Automotive

Nemak Groupe
Punch Powerglide
Gmd Eurocast
Brabant Alucast Products
Rosalit
Lighting Technologies
Ghial
Foa Endurance

Main Customers Worldwide

Thanks to the partnership with 

Gemini -  Consolidated Tool 

we can provide our complete 

tooling programs 

in Mexico, Usa and Canada.
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CONTACT   
info@comestgroup.it
+39 051 6814575

linkedin.com/company/comest-srl

www.comestgroup.it

Via Turati,  14   
40010 Sala Bolognese 
Bologna, Italy

Rising to the top 
with Passion  


